Single muscle fiber discharge transformations: fibrillation potential to positive sharp wave.
It is presently believed that a fibrillation potential (FP) can transform into a positive sharp wave (PSW) by displaying a number of individual transitional potentials with a high degree of morphological variation between different sets of independent transformations. Clinically obtained examples of FP-to-PSW transformations and a myotonic discharge transformation are simulated by a finite fiber computer model. The simulations demonstrate that the two clinical FP-to-PSW examples may well be the result of two independent muscle fibers synchronously firing for a short period of time such that their separate waveforms summate at the electrode to create a false impression of one potential changing into another through a specific series of transitional waveforms. The transition characterized by the myotonic discharge is substantiated through modeling to define the most reasonable transitional series of waveform morphologies for a single muscle fiber. The combination of clinical examples, histological needle electrode muscle penetration studies, and simulations of single muscle fiber discharge transitions support the hypothesis that a needle recording electrode is capable of inducing a variable degree of mechanical compression with a commensurate amount of action potential blockade. The degree of action potential blockade directly contributes to the clinically observed configuration for the single muscle fiber discharge in both innervated and denervated tissues.